
MANAGING CONFLICT IN THE WORKPLACE

Learn about some practical strategies you can use to handle conflict in the workplace.

Concealed, avoided or otherwise ignored, conflict will likely fester only to grow into resentment, create
withdrawal or cause factional infighting within an organization. The information never reaches in the correct
and desired form as a result of conflict and eventually the organization is at loss. Make sure you're getting the
message he or she intends to send. It is essential for organizational health and performance that conflict be
accepted and addressed through effective conflict resolution processes. It is always better to sit and discuss the
issues with fellow workers face to face rather than shouting. Unresolved conflict often results in loss of
productivity, the stifling of creativity, and the creation of barriers to cooperation and collaboration. It's
essential to give your complete attention to the person who is talking. Time spent identifying and
understanding natural tensions will help to avoid unnecessary conflict. If you feel irritated by your colleague
or do not approve their ideas, think for a minute, would fighting provide any solution? In many disputes the
informal stage is the first stage as many conflicts can be sorted by simply talking and listening to employees.
Flight - you turn your back on what's going on. Their team could never achieve anything great and always
failed to live up to the expectations of their superiors. However if the issue is important enough to create a
conflict then it is surely important enough to resolve. Conflict Management reduces tensions and employees
feel motivated to give their level best to the organizations. With these in mind, you have an opportunity to
identify potential joint and divergent interests before the conversation even begins. When should help from
outside the organisation be sought? This gives you the opportunity to search for overlaps in interests, for
words, images, and vignettes that may allow you to start building bridges across seemingly high barriers.
Misaligned interests can be advantageous. Managing conflict between individuals often involves: having a
quiet word using internal procedures - for example, company procedures for dealing with grievances
upgrading line management skills - particularly around handling difficult conversations using a skilled
mediator. Each person should talk about the disagreements and how he or she feels about the situation. The
way to avoid conflict is to help those around you achieve their objectives. As difficult as the issue might seem
in the moment, resolving team conflict is possible. I have witnessed otherwise savvy executives place the need
for emotional superiority ahead of achieving their mission not that they always understood this at the time. If
you notice a conflict between employees, encourage them to find a way to work it out. For example, in a
workplace situation, perhaps you enjoy conceiving new projects and overseeing the discovery phase, whereas
your colleague thrives on managing the project execution. You might need to guide the conversation. Personal
can be disruptive and destructive, whereas professional can be productive in a tolerant and open-minded work
environment. What are the typical responses to conflict?


